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Capture vibrant 14mp still images and brilliant 4K video with an ultra-compact 

camera especially designed for the underwater environment. The ReefMaster RM-4K 

makes it possible. Waterproof to 40m, the ReefMaster RM-4K underwater camera 

is a game changer in underwater imaging; the housing is robust and designed to 

be hand-held, tray mounted or worn on your head, mask or body.  Unlike cheaper 

plastic box-style enclosures included with popular action cameras, the unique 

ReefMaster Dive housing assures consistent waterproof performance with its 

“Pressure-Lock” sealing system. The ReefMaster RM-4K pairs easily with a variety of 

Sea Dragon Photo/Video Lights, to add vibrant colours and detail.

Add the Sea Dragon 2000F Photo/Video Light to the RM-

4K, and shoot vivid underwater colours in both still images 

and videos. The wide beam angle of the Sea Dragon 2000 

complements the camera for nearly complete coverage of 

the shooting angle.  The set includes the RM-4K camera, Flex-

Connect® Micro Tray, Grip, and Sea Dragon 2000F light.

4K Fotografie im  
handlichen Taschenformat.
Durch das kompakte Design kannst du deine 

ReefMaster überall hin mitnehmen.

SL354

ReefMaster Camera & Light Set

0

inches

2 4

•  14 Megapixel Panasonic® CMOS image sensor  

for sharp, colourful pictures

•  4K Ultra HD Video at 30fps and 1080p HD Video  

at 60fps

• 40m Compact Underwater Housing 

•  Humidity Control with replaceable Moisture Muncher 

dry capsules

•  Wide Angle Fisheye Lens to get close to your subject 

and still get everything in the picture

•  2.0” TFT colour LCD Display to keep you on your 

subject and  for quick review of your underwater 

adventure

• Waterproof to 130ft / 40m using “Pressure-Lock” thumb screw sealing system

• Easy 4 button controls for easy operation

•  Wi-Fi to wirelessly preview, download and share pictures & videos to smart phone or tablet 

with a free app from Google or Apple

•  Expandable memory with micro SDHC memory card up to 128GB Compact design for 

easy handling and lightweight travel

•  Removable Li-ion rechargeable battery  (1100 mAh / 3.8V / 4.2Wh for 2+ hours video or 

500+ images)

• Focus from 12” (30cm) to infinity – optional Macro Lenses available

• Time lapse shooting at set time intervals – saves as video file or series of still images 

• Expandable with one or more SeaLife Sea Dragon Photo/Video Lights

Special FeaturesTechnical Features

The available action 

camera accessory mount 

(SL9818) allows you to 

mount the RM-4K to a wide 

range of commercially 

available accessories.

The “Pressure-Lock 

thumb screw sealing 

system ensures your 

camera stays dry.

compact removable inner  

camera with 2.0” TFT  

coulour LCD display

Experience unparalleled ease-of-use with the ReefMaster RM-4K, 

featuring a pocket-sized design with a 14 megapixel Panasonic® 

CMOS image sensor and ultra-high definition 4K video.  The 

compact, portable design ensures you can take the ReefMaster 

anywhere.  The built-in fisheye lens allows you to closely approach 

your subject while still keeping everything in the picture.  And with 

SeaLife’s know-how in underwater lighting, you’ll easily be able to 

pair your RM-4K with a variety of Sea Dragon Photo/Video lights for 

any underwater scene or situation.

SL350 

ReefMaster RM-4K Compact Underwater Camera
Compact ultra-high definition underwater camera

new!

new!
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DC2000 Pro Flash

DC2000 Pro 2500

Combined with the powerful Sea Dragon 3000 Light and the DC2000 

underwater camera, the DC2000 Pro Light will capture vibrant underwater 

colours that are typically muted and colour-less. The sun-like Sea Dragon 

3000 will make stills and videos extraordinary. The set includes Flex-

Connect® Single Tray, Grip, Sea Dragon 3000 light, and DC2000 underwater 

camera.

Item SL747

DC2000 Pro 3000 Auto Set 

Bring out amazing colours with the intuitive DC2000 Pro Flash. 

Paired with the DC2000, the Sea Dragon Flash produces rich, deep 

colours and reduces backscatter. The set includes a Flex-Connect® 

Single Tray, Grip, Sea Dragon Flash, and the DC2000 underwater 

camera. 

Combined with the powerful Sea Dragon 2500 Light and the 

DC2000 underwater camera, the DC2000 Pro Light will capture 

vibrant underwater colours that are typically muted and colour-less. 

The sun-like Sea Dragon 2500 will make stills and videos extraordi-

nary. The set includes Flex-Connect® Single Tray, Grip, Sea Dragon 

2500 light, and DC2000 underwater camera.

Item SL745

Item SL744

Camera Sets

DC2000 Pro Flash

DC2000 Pro 2500

Combine your camera with a 
powerful Sea Dragon LED light or 

strobe to boost the vibrant colours 
in your images and videos.

Enjoy full creative freedom, with breathtaking images and incredi-

ble ease of use. SeaLife introduces their most sophisticated under-

water camera yet, the SeaLife DC2000. With a large SONY® 1” type 

back-illuminated 20 megapixel image sensor and RAW formatting 

capabilities, the DC2000 will let your underwater inspirations guide 

you to stunning results.

The best of both worlds: With DSLR-like imaging results you’ll want 

to make the DC2000’s waterproof inner camera your go-to land 

camera with the ability to create rich landscapes and beautiful 

close-ups and portraits.

Item SL740

Underwater Camera

• Ultra-fast auto focus with 0.1 second shutter response time

• 7-element, fully multi-coated optical grade aspheric lens

• 4 underwater modes with built-in colour correction

• 25 Land Scene modes for various shooting environments

• 3 built-in underwater digital colour correction filters

• Manual aperture control from F1.8 to F11 in 17 stops

• Intelligent Auto mode selects optimal land 

 scene mode for shooting

• Continuous Burst Shooting captures high resolution 

 pictures at 8 frames per second

• Optical Image Stabilisation reduces camera shake

• Manual White Balance control to customise colour

• Manual shutter and aperture control options

• Micro SD, SDHC, SDXC and UHS-1 memory card

• WiFi to wirelessly preview, download and share

 pictures/videos to a smart device

• Expandable with Fisheye and Wide Angle Lens, 

 Sea Dragon Flash and Photo-Video Lights

• Inner camera waterproof up to 60ft/18m

• Shooting angle: Land 66°, Underwater 50°

• Depth rated to 200 feet/60 meters

• Depth-of-field-effect: With the big sensor and a big 

 shutter you can create impressive depth-of-field-effects 

 – putting the object you want in the limelight.

• SONY® 1” back-illuminated 20MP image sensor

• Full HD 1080p @ 60fps video resolution

• JPEG & RAW Image Format for high-resolution,

 uncompressed files for editing (.dng format)

• Auto Focus from 4in/10cm to infinity

• 3” 920k high resolution colour LCD display

• Powerful 1130 mAh 3.7V lithium ion removable battery

 for 2+ hours of operation (Spare Battery Item SL7404) 

Technical Features Special Features

Inner camera waterproof  

up to 60ft/18m

Select from  

8 shooting modes

Imagine floating effortlessly  
in a sea of tranquil beauty 
among the colourful, curious 
and strange creatures. 
Whether you are new to underwater imaging or 
a seasoned dive photographer, SeaLife lets you 
capture these amazing memories with ease with the 
new DC2000 camera.
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Included:

The Sea Dragon 1000F pairs 
perfectly with an action 

camera as a primary light 
sourceSea Dragon Mini 1000F

Item SLKITO7 
The Sea Dragon Mini 1000F offers a ultra wide 130° beam 

that pairs perfectly with an action camera as a primary 

light source, or on larger cameras as a very capable 

focusing light. Easy one button operation with a back-lit 

three colour battery status indicator. 90 minute run time 

at full power, 180 minutes at half power (with optional 

18650 3500mAh 3.7V battery). The wide 1000 lumen 

beam is a compact solution for photos, videos and wide 

area illumination.

•  18650 2600mAh 3.7V battery (65 minutes 

of run time at full power)

•  18650 USB Battery Charger

•  YS mount

•  GoPro camera mount

•  AquaPod pole adapter

•  lanyard with BC clip

•  spare O-rings

•  lube

new!

Easily mount the Sea 

Dragon 1000F onto the 

Flex-Connect® system.

Perfect for shooting colourful underwater stills and HD video, the 

DC2000 Pro Duo comes fully equipped with the DC2000 underwater 

camera, Sea Dragon 3000 Auto light, and Sea Dragon Flash. The versa-

tile set gives the diver the ability to use the light and strobe simultane-

ously. The Sea Dragon 3000 Auto Light features Flash Detect Mode that 

automatically turns off the light for one second when detecting an 

external flash. 

The included two Flex-Connect® Grips and Dual Tray provide im-

proved handling of the camera set while maintaining comfort and 

stability. The Sea Dragon 3000 also offers a unique auto-dimming 

feature which adjusts brightness based on distance.

Item SL749

DC2000 Pro 3000 Duo
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new!

Features

Sea Dragon 5000F Auto
Item SL676 
The Sea Dragon 5000F Auto combines a new compact 

head design with new features and a boost in lumen 

output.  The even 120° wide beam that runs for 50 min-

utes at the highest power setting. Two 88° 220 lumen red 

LED’s give you a stealth mode that allows approach and 

image capture of nighttime sea creatures with the light’s 

automatic feature turning the light off when a strobe is 

used.  The 5000 lumen COB LED maintains an impressive 

96 CRI and 97 TLCI value.  Four manual power settings, 

automatic brightness setting based on distance to the 

subject, and red light. Includes Standard YS Mount,  

1” Ball Mount, & Flex-Connect® YS Adapter.

• COB LED

• Auto Flash Detect Mode & Auto 

Brightness Mode 5000 lumen white 

flood

• 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, Auto, Red Light, 

SOS and Emergency Blinking Mode

• 120° beam angle above water and  

90° underwater

• 50 minute run time (full power); up to 

3.3 hours at 25% power (using 50Wh Li-

ion rechargeable battery pack)

• Depth rated to 330ft / 100m

Two red LED’s emit 180 lumens, 

88° wide beams “stealth 

mode” that won’t scare away 

nighttime sea creatures and 

preserves your eye’s natural 

night vision.

Special Features

Sea Dragon Mini 1300S

Compact Light Power Kits

Item SL654 
The Sea Dragon Mini 1300S Underwater Dive Light gives 

you a tight, high intensity long-range beam for maxi-

mum distance. The Mini 1300 features an 8° spot beam 

and three easy one-handed access power levels plus 

emergency one-second and SOS flash. A heavy duty BC 

lanyard and clip is included. The light runs on two CR123 

or a single rechargeable 18650 Li battery (batteries not 

included).

These Sea Dragon Mini Light Power Kits pair the Mini Dive & Imaging Lights 

with a 2600mAh rechargeable Lithium-ion 18650 battery and a compact USB 

battery charger. 

• Sea Dragon Mini 900S Power Kit (Item SLKITO6)

• Sea Dragon Mini 1000F Power Kit (Item SLKITO7)

• Sea Dragon Mini 1300S Power Kit (Item SLKITO8)

• Luxeon V LED 

•  100%, 50%, 25%, one second blink, emer-

gency SOS

• 8° beam angle (6° underwater)

•  85 minute run time (full power);  

up to 5.5 hours at 25% power (using 

3500mAh Li battery)

• Depth rated to 330ft / 100m

new!
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Sea Dragon 3000F Auto UW Photo-Video Light 
Item SL678
Powerful 3000 lumens with Auto Brightness, Flash Detect and Night mode - New and 

improved COB design delivers 3000 lumens over 120° smooth, even beam angle 

without a hot spot. Two red LED’s emit a 88° wide beam that won’t scare away night-

time sea creatures and preserves your eye’s natural night vision. Brightness can be 

adjusted manually or automatically with its built-in photocell light sensor. The Auto 

Bright mode automatically adjusts from 300 to 3000 lumens to preserve your eye’s 

natural night vision and extends battery life. Aim the light at your dive computer or 

other close-up objects and the light will automatically dim. Aim the light at far away 

objects for maximum brightness. When nearby flash fires, the Flash Detect feature 

turns the light off for 1 second for optimal image exposure control. 

Includes powerful 3400 mAh Li-ion battery with protected circuitry for 60 minute run 

time at full power. One button operation for easy operation. Includes Flex-Connect® 

grip and tray for mounting to any camera with standard ¼-20 tripod threads. Easy to 

expand with Flex-Connect® system of trays, grip and Flex Arm. 

•  Powerful 3000 lumens featuring BridgeLux Gen 7  

Vero COB LED Array 

•  Auto Bright mode adjusts from 300 to 3000 lumens to preserve 

your eye’s natural night vision and extends battery life 

•  Auto Flash Detect mode. Light turns off for 1 second when 

detecting external flash. Flash detect can be turned on or off. 

Flash detect works in all 5 light modes 

•  One button control for easy operation. One button to power 

light on/off and select brightness 

•  Five Light modes: 3 white modes (Manually adjust to 100%, 50% 

or 25%), 1 white Auto (Automatically adjusts from 10% to 100%) 

and 1 Red light mode 

• 60 minute burn time at full power 

•  Constant brightness - Regulated circuitry so light won’t dim 

with battery power. 

•  80 Colour Rendering Index (CRI) that mimics natural daylight. 

• Easy to expand with Flex-Connect® trays, grip and flex arms 

•  Quick-release button to detach light and aim in crevices and 

hard to reach areas 

Specifications

Available as a light 

head (SL6780).

Lighting is one of the most 
important components of 
underwater photography.

Light is essential to bringing out vivid colours in 
photos and videos. Compact and powerful Sea 

Dragon lighting makes it easy. 

Specifications

Sea Dragon 4500 Pro Photo/Video Light
Item SL675 
The challenge to our engineering team was to create  

a high power true lumen professional underwater  

imaging light that not only gives you brightness but also 

adds colour and warmth, all with a smooth, even  

120° wide beam that runs for a full hour at the highest 

power setting. 

The result is impressive; the new Sea Dragon 4500 Pro’s 

COB LED delivers a whopping 96 CRI (Colour Rendering 

Index) and a TLCI (Television Lighting Consistency Index) 

Value of 97. Both values compare to natural sunlight, 

with 100 being the highest – or as “true sunlight”. The 

4500 Pro also features SeaLife’s Auto Mode, which 

cancels the light when a flash is fired and will adjust 

brightness based on distance (the Auto feature can be 

easily deactivated).

•  COB LED Array

•  4500 lumen white spot 100%, 75%, 50%, 

25%, Auto

•  120° beam angle above water and 90° 

underwater

•  60 minute run time (full power); up to 

4 hours at 25% power (using 50W Li-ion 

rechargeable battery pack)

• Depth rated to 330ft/100m

The Sea Dragon 4500 comes 

with a standard YS Adapter 

and Flex-Connect® Adapter, 

for easy expansion with any 

YS compatible arms or with 

SeaLife’s Flex-Connect® 

system of arms, grips, trays  

and mounts.

The Television Lighting Consistency Index (TLCI) measures the quality of the  

light spectrum provided by an artificial light. Rather than assess the performance of 

a luminaire directly, as is done in the Colour Rendering Index, the TLCI mimics a  

complete television camera and display. An assessment of the performance limita-

tions of a given luminaire can be based on a mathematical calculation implement-

ed in software. The “TLCI-2012” was approved in 2012 by the European Broadcasting 

Union. The maximum value that can be achieved is 100; however a value of 90  

is deemed satisfactory and does not require any editing. The Sea Dragon 4500 with a 

value of 97 is as close as you can get to mimicking natural daylight.

The Sea Dragon 4500 Photo-Video 
Light is your sunlight under water.
Experience professional quality and accurate  
colour rendering.
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Sea Dragon 2000F UW  
Photo-Video-Dive Light 
Item SL677
Power, Performance & Value - The new Sea Dragon 2000F UW photo-video-dive 

light delivers 2000 true lumens and a smooth, even 120° wide beam angle. This 

revolutionary COB LED array technology produces an 80 CRI (colour render-

ing index) that mimics natural daylight. Most other LED’s have 70 CRI, missing 

wavelengths of the visible light spectrum. Uncover colourful reefs and hidden 

sea creatures with this 3-in-1 photo-video-dive light. Includes Flex-Connect® 

Micro tray and grip. Easy to expand with any underwater camera using the 

Flex-Connect® system of Trays, Flex Arms, Handle, Cold Shoe mount and other 

Flex-Connect® accessories. 

•  Powerful 2000 lumen LED light. Latest COB LED array technology. True, 

lab-tested lumens and not “theoretical” lumens specified by most other 

manufacturers. 

•  One button control for easy operation. One button to power light on/off and 

select brightness 

•  Three brightness levels 100%, 50% and 25% 

•  Hidden emergency signal mode. 1 sec blink interval and SOS Morse code. 

Push and hold power button for 4 seconds to activate. 

•  60 minute run time at full power 

•  Constant brightness - Regulated circuitry so light won’t dim with battery 

power. 

•  80 Colour Rendering Index (CRI) that mimics natural daylight. 

•  Easy to expand with Flex-Connect® trays, grips, arms, cold-shoe, ball joint 

and Y-S adapters. 

•  Quick-release button to detach light and aim in crevices and hard to reach 

areas 

•  120° wide beam angle evenly illuminates the subject with no hot spots. 

•  Depth tested to 200ft (60m) – Guaranteed 

•  Corrosion-proof metal light head for heat dispersion and durability 

•  Removable 25W Li-Ion battery w/ charger and international plug adapters 

included 

•  Waterproof battery compartment – even if the O-ring seal fails, the battery 

compartment is isolated so water cannot reach the internal electronics. 

Specifications

Available as a light 

head (SL6770).

Sea Dragon Duo 3000F Flash Set 

Sea Dragon Duo 6000F

Item SL690

Item SL691

Whether you’re shooting with the SeaLife 

DC2000 or another camera with a built-in 

flash, this new Duo Light and Flash set is the 

perfect lighting system. The set combines 

the new Sea Dragon 3000 Auto for shooting 

video, and when shooting stills, it senses your 

flash and shuts off momentarily to give you a 

brilliant and shadow-free image.

The Sea Dragon Duo 6000 underwater lighting set packs an 

astounding 6000 lumens using two Sea Dragon 3000 COB LED 

lights mounted on a Flex-Connect® Dual Tray. The ergonomic 

grips increase camera stability while the dual lights increase 

beam angles even further.

2x Power
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Sea Dragon Mini 900
Item SL653
With the Sea Dragon Mini 900 Underwater Dive Light, a high intensity long-range 

beam meets ultra-compact design. The Mini 900 features a 14° spot beam and 

three easy one-handed access power levels plus emergency one-second and 

SOS flash. A heavy duty BC lanyard and clip is included. The light runs on two 

CR123 or a single rechargeable 18650 Li battery (batteries not included).

Special Features

• CREE XM-L2 T6 LED

• 100%, 50%, 25%, one second blink, emergency SOS

• 14° beam angle above water and 10.5° underwater

•  120 minute run time (full power); up to 8 hours at 25% power  

(using 3400mAh Li battery)

• Depth rated to 330ft/100m  

Also available as a set including 

rechargeable battery and charger 

(SLKIT06).

Sea Dragon 2500 Photo/Video Light
Item SL671 
The Sea Dragon 2500 uses flat panel COB LED tech-

nology to closely mimic natural sunlight, bringing 

out amazing colours in underwater photos and 

videos. With a Colour Rendering Index of 90, the 

Sea Dragon 2500 solves the issue of blue underwa-

ter photos and videos by giving divers the ability 

to add light down to 200 feet/60 meters with this 

portable sunlight. The incredibly wide 120-degree 

beam ensures maximum lighting coverage and is 

ideal for cameras with a wide field of view, like the 

wide angle lenses or the Reefmaster. The light has 

a 60 minute burn time at full power. Includes single 

tray, grip and case. 

Also available as light head only (Item SL6712).

„In photography and videography the lighting is just as important as the camera itself. The Sea 

Dragon Set with video lights reveals the magic of the underwater world in the most magnifi-

cent colours. Offering high performance the set is still compact enough so that divers can still 

have their full freedom and flexibility“

Kurt Amsler, international underwater photographer, editor and conservationist
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Sea Dragon lights  
make it easy to add  

light and colour to  
your underwater stills  

and videos. 

The Fluoro-Dual Beam 

includes a Flex-

Connect® grip, single 

tray and SL995 Ball 

Joint Adapter for a 

universal fit. 

Why use a dichroic filter? 

The CREE Royal Blue LEDs 

emit a light wavelength that 

ranges between 440nm and 

465nm, but a tighter 455nm 

wavelength is needed for 

an optimal fluoro effect. 

The Sea Dragon Fluoro-

Dual Beam also includes 

two essential yellow barrier 

filters; one for optimal 

fluoro-viewing and a 

universal lens cover for 

imaging. 

Sea Dragon Fluoro-Dual Beam
Item SL673
In partnership with Fire Dive Gear, SeaLife develops their new Sea Dragon Fluoro-Dual Beam 

that emits a powerful blue light beam and adds an integrated dichroic filter creating the 

optimal light frequency to excite underwater life. The integrated LED driver circuitry allows 

the light to operate at constant brightness throughout the battery life, so the light will not dim 

as battery power is reduced. Switchable beams quickly adjust with the push of a button from 

blue fluoro 65° flood to white 800 lumen 15° spot, making the Fluoro-Dual Beam a truly versatile 

dive light. A removable lithium ion battery delivers power for 2 hour continuous operation at 

full fluoro brightness.

Specifications

• Six 5W CREE XT-E Royal Blue LED’s and one CREE XP-L white LED

• 26 watt/m² fluoro flood and 800 lumen white spot

• 100% Fluoro Flood, 50% Fluoro Flood, 100% white spot and 50%, white spot  

 brightness modes

• 65° Fluoro flood and 15° white spot beam angles

• 120 minute run time (full power); 170 minute charge time 

• Depth rated to 330ft/100m 
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Sea Dragon Digital Pro Flash
Item SL963
The powerful and compact Sea Dragon Flash makes it simple to add light to 

your images down to 200 feet/60 meters. Reducing backscatter and producing 

rich, deep colours in underwater photos, the Sea Dragon Flash is compatible 

with Sea Life camera models and other brands of underwater cameras that use 

an internal flash. Variable power adjustment and large controls make it easy to 

fine tune brightness, while leaving the flash in Auto Mode automatically adjusts 

brightness for optimal exposure. A quick-release button detaches flash head for 

aiming in hard to reach areas.

Flash diffusor prevents 

hotspots.

The powerful and compact Sea Dragon Flash 
makes it simple to add light to your images.
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What do people mean when they talk about ‘real lumen’? 

Real lumen - the total amount of light a lamp actually radiates - this can only be measured 

using an integrating sphere and a measuring instrument. Because this measuring instrument 

is very expensive, the lights are oftentimes not measured at all. Instead, the lumen the LED 

could theoretically achieve will be given. In reality however, an electronic control is placed 

between the LED and the batteries and a reflector is placed in front of the LED to focus or 

distribute the light. Finally, in underwater lights, a piece of glass is inserted in front of the LED to 

protect it against the water. All these factors mean that the LED will fall far short of the lumen 

specified by the manufacturer. Depending on which components are used, this loss can 

range between 15% and 80%. That’s why we measure all our lights with a calibrated integrat-

ing sphere and thus give the real lumen actually ascertained!

What should one look for when buying a photo/video light? 

Apart from the luminosity and the beam angle, which has to match the optics used on the 

camera, there are two particularly important factors for photo/video lights. First, it’s important 

that the lamp is controlled, meaning that it actually emits the same amount of light through-

out its operation. Otherwise the picture quality will noticeably diminish the longer the lamp 

is in use. Second, the CRI (Colour rendering index) of the light is crucial. The closer it imitates 

daylight the more realistic all colours will be on the picture or video later. A light with a CRI of 

70 is good, a CRI of 90 is close to perfect (100 is maximum) and as good as the best profession-

al video LED lights you can get. 

Light reflection inside the integrating sphere:

The key to sharp and colourful underwater pictures 

or videos is the right light. The lightning Sea Dragon 

system represents a new generation of lights that can 

be assembled in seconds and mounted on almost 

every camera. The ulimate add-on, for GoPro® and 

SeaLife cameras! The optional accessories for the Sea 

Dragon system are interchangeable. They can be 

supplemented, changed and extended easily. The 

Flex-Connect® click system allows quick and fool proof 

adjustments for all cameras eg. the extension of the 

flash or ultra-compact light combinations.

Underwater photographs with 

insufficient lighting:

Underwater photographs with  

Sea Dragon lights:

Real lumen measured inside the integrating sphere of the  
Sea Dragon 2500 Photo/Video Light:

The integrating sphere is most often used in  

optical metrology. It allows you to measure the 

total luminous flux or luminous power of a light 

source without its directional characteristics  

falsifying the measurement. 

The integrating sphere collects the unevenly 

distributed luminous flux from all directions and 

translates it into a measurable illuminance. 

The photometer, which usually measures the 

illuminance in lux, is calibrated to indicate the 

luminous flux directly in lumen.

Source: wetestlights.com

Why do you need light underwater? Interview with SeaLife  
Vice President Sven Harms
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The Sea Dragon Mini 

Fluoro also comes with a 

mask filter.

Sea Dragon Mini Fluoro
Item SL655
It’s easy to see underwater Fluorescence with the new Sea Dragon Mini Fluoro.

The Sea Dragon Mini Fluoro Underwater Fluoro Light’s royal blue LED emits a blue light 

combined with a finely tuned and proprietary dichroic filter that pinpoints the exact light 

wavelength to get the highest energy response from the underwater plant or creature for 

an amazing underwater light show. The light functions are easy, with simple one handed 

operation and three Fluoro power levels. And to eliminate any excess blue light, a yellow 

barrier mask filter is included. Runs on two CR123 or a single rechargable 18650 Li battery 

(batteries not included).

Specifications

• CREE XT-E Royal Blue LED with Integrated Dichroic filter 

• 7 watt/m² brightness at full power, 4.3 W/m2 at medium  

 and 2.1 W/m2 at low power 

• 14° beam angle above water and 10.5° underwater

• 120 minute run time (full power); up to 8 hours at low power  

 (using 3400mAh Li battery)

• Depth rated to 330ft/100m 
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Sea Dragon 5000F Auto Sea Dragon Mini 1000F Sea Dragon Mini 1300S Sea Dragon 4500 Photo/ 
Video Light

Sea Dragon 3000F Sea Dragon 6000F Sea Dragon 2500  
Photo/Video Light

Sea Dragon 2000F Fluoro Beam Sea Dragon Mini 900 Mini Fluoro

Spezifications

The Sea Dragon 5000F Auto com-

bines a new compact head design 

with new features and a boost in 

lumen output.  The even 120° wide 

beam that runs for 50 minutes at the 

highest power setting. 

The Sea Dragon Mini 1000F offers a 

ultra wide 130° beam that combines 

perfectly with an action camera as 

a primary light source, or on larger 

cameras as a very capable focusing 

light. Easy one button operation with 

a back-lit three colour battery status 

indicator.

The Sea Dragon Mini 1300S 

Underwater Dive Light gives you a 

tight, high intensity long-range beam 

for maximum distance. The Mini 1300 

features an 8° spot beam and three 

easy one-handed access power 

levels plus emergency one-second 

and SOS flash.

The state-of-the-art Sea Dragon UW 

photo/video light delivers 4500 true 

lumens in a smooth, even 120° wide 

beam without hotspots. Unmatched 

96 CRI (colour rendering index) COB 

LED array mimics natural sunlight. 

New and improved COB design de-

livers 3000 lumens over 120° smooth, 

even beam angle without a hot spot. 

Two red LED’s emit a 88° wide beam 

that won’t scare away nighttime sea 

creatures and preserves your eye’s 

natural night vision.

The 6000F features 2 x 3000 Lumen 

and offers an outstanding illumina-

tion of the underwater world. Aim 

the light at your dive computer or 

other close-up objects and the light 

will automatically dim. Aim the light 

at far away objects for maximum 

brightness.

Here comes the sun. With a Colour 

Rendering Index of 90, the Sea 

Dragon 2500 solves the issue of col-

our-lacking under-water photos and 

videos by giving divers the ability to 

add natural sun-like light. The single 

tray fits all SeaLife cameras and 

most other brands’ housings. 

The new Sea Dragon 2000F UW pho-

to-video-dive light delivers 2000 true 

lumens and a smooth, even 120° 

wide beam angle. This revolutionary 

COB LED array technology produces 

an 80 CRI (colour rendering index) 

that mimics natural daylight.

The Sea Dragon Fluoro-Dual Beam 

emits a powerful blue light beam 

and adds an integrated dichroic 

filter creating the optimal light 

wavelength to excite underwater 

life. Two switchable beams transform 

the versatile light from a blue fluoro 

65° flood light to a white 800 lumen 

15° concentrated beam with a push 

of a button

Featuring 900 lumens, the compact 

Sea Dragon Mini 900 dive light offers 

users tremendous brightness and 

a long-range spot beam. All light 

functions are easily accessible with 

one handed operation to cycle 

through five light modes.

It’s easy to see underwater Fluor-

escence with the new Sea Dragon 

Mini Fluoro. The Sea Dragon Mini 

Fluoro Underwater Fluoro Light’s royal 

blue LED emits a blue light combined 

with a finely tuned and proprietary 

dichroic filter that pinpoints the exact 

light wavelength to get the highest 

energy response from the underwa-

ter plant or creature for an amazing 

underwater light show.

Light Source COB LED 

Luminus XNOVA Studio

Luxeon V LED Luxeon V LED COB LED  

Luminus XNOVA Studio

COB LED 

BridgeLux Gen 7 Vero

COB LED 

BridgeLux Gen 7 Vero

COB LED  

Bridgelux Vero 18

COB LED Six 5W CREE XT-E Royal Blue LED’s 

and one CREE XP-L White LED

CREE XM-L2 T6 LED CREE XT-E Royal Blue LED

Brightness White Light: 5000 Lumens 

Red Light: 220 Lumens

1000 Lumens 1300 Lumens 4500 Lumens 3000 Lumens 3000 Lumens 2500 Lumens 2000 Lumens 26 Watt/ Fluoro flood, 800 Lumens 

white spot

900 Lumens 7 Watt/m²

Brightness Level 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, Auto, Red Light 100%,50%, 25% 100%,50%, 25% 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, Auto 100%,50%, 25%, Auto 100%,50%, 25%, Auto 100%, 50%, 25% 100%, 50%, 25% 100%, 50% 100%, 50%, 25% 100%, 50%, 25%

Light Modes Automatic, constant or emergency 

signal

Constant, Emergency SOS or 

Emergency Blink

Constant, Emergency SOS or 

Emergency Blink

Automatic, constant or emergency 

signal

Full power, half power, quarter power 

and Auto (adjusts from 10% to 100%)

Full power, half power, quarter power 

and Auto (adjusts from 10% to 100%)

Constant or emergency signal Constant light or  

hidden emergency signal light

Constant or emergency signal Constant or emergency signal Constant light

Colour Temperature 5600k 6000 - 6500k 6000 - 7000k 5600k 5000k 5000k 5000k 5000k 5000 ~ 7000K 5000 ~ 7000K 5000 ~ 7000K

CRI* 96 70 70 96 80 80 90 80 90 70 90

Beam Angle 120° 130° 8° ultra-narrow spot beam 120° 120° 120° 120° 120° 65° fluorescent flood und  

15° white spot

14° and 10,5° under water 14° and 10,5° under water

Battery Lithium Ion 14.8V,  

3400 mAh, 50Wh (included)

18650 Li-ion 2600mAh 

rechargeable battery (included)

18650* Li-Ion rechargeable battery 

(Batteries sold separately)

Lithium Ion 14.8V,  

3400 mAh, 50Wh (included)

Lithium Ion 7.4V,  

3400 mAh, 25 Wh (included)

Lithium Ion 7.4V,  

3400 mAh, 25 Wh (included)

Lithium Ion 7.4V,  

3400 mAh, 25Wh (included)

Lithium Ion 7.4V,  

3400 mAh, 25Wh (included)

Lithium Ion 7.4V,  

3400 mAh, 25Wh

Lithium Ion 7.4V,  

3400 mAh, 25Wh

Lithium Ion 7.4V,  

3400 mAh, 25Wh

Run Time (@100%) 50 minutes 60 minutes up to 85 minutes 60 minutes 60 minutes 60 minutes 60 minutes 60 minutes 120 minutes 120 minutes 120 minutes

Depth 330ft/100m 330ft/100m 330ft/100m 330ft/100m 330ft/100m 330ft/100m 200ft/60m 330 ft (100m) 330ft/100m 330ft/100m 330ft/100m

Head Only Item Item SL676 Item SLKITO7 Item SL654 Item SL675 Item SL678 Item SL691 Item SL671 Item SL677 Item SL673 Item SL653 Item SL655

Included Tray/Grip YS Mount, YS & 1” Ball Joint adapter, 

Sea Dragon Case

YS Mount, GoPro camera mount, 

AquaPod pole adapter, lanyard with 

BC clip, spare O-rings, lube, 18650 Li-ion 

2600mAh rechargeable battery charger

BC lanyard, clip, 18650 Li-ion 

2600mAh rechargeable battery, 

charger

YS Mount, Flex-Connect® YS adapter, 

Sea Dragon Case

Single Tray, Grip, Sea Dragon Case, 

GoPro® camera adapter

Dual Tray, 2x Grip, Sea Dragon Case, 

GoPro® camera adapter

Single Tray, Grip, Sea Dragon Case, 

GoPro® camera adapter

Grip, Micro tray, Sea Dragon Case, 

GoPro® camera adapter

Grip, Single tray, yellow barrier filters 

for mask and lens cover, Ball Joint 

Adapter 

Heavy duty BC lanyard, clip Yellow mask filter, lanyard

*COB = Chip on Board | *CRI = Colour Rendering Index All lights feature a battery over-pressure safety release valve. The beam angles for the Sea Dragon lights are shown as the true, tested “in-air” (above water) beam angle. 
Due to light refraction, the angle tightens to approximately 33% less underwater (i.e. 120° = 90° underwater).

Sea Dragon
Photo-/Video- 
Dive Lights

new!new!new!
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Made of fibre-reinforced polycarbonate and marine 

grade stainless steel for maximum holding strength and 

durability, Flex-Connect® mounts easily “click” into place, 

underwater or on land, and can be disassembled with 

the push of a button.

Flex-Connect® allows you to transform your camera set 

from compact to full-featured in just seconds. Providing 

a quick way to adjust to any dive environment: add Flex 

Arms to extend your lights with 100-degrees of bending 

motion, use the Cold Shoe Mount or Micro Tray for an 

incredibly compact setup or connect multiple lights to 

your camera with the Dual Tray.

Sea Dragon Light

Flex Arm 

(SL9901)

Grip  

(SL9905P)

Dual Tray (SL9904)

Flex Arm (SL9901)

Sea Dragon Pro Flash 

(SL963)

Grip (SL9905P)

Expand with a “click” 

– Flex-Connect® 

accessories quickly and 

easily lock into place

Modular for easy travel.

Mount a GoPro® camera to Flex-Connect® 

accessories. Ideal for mounting a GoPro® 

directly above your DC1400 or other under-

water camera using the Flex-Connect® Cold 

Shoe Mount.

Adapter for GoPro® Cameras

Y-S Adapter

Item SL996

Item SL994
Connect any underwater light or flash that 

uses a Y-S Mount to Flex-Connect® accessories 

including grips, trays, Flex Arms and Cold Shoe 

Mount.

Quickly and easily expand your 
camera’s capabilities with SeaLife’s 
Flex-Connect® system.
Add grips, flex arms, trays and other accessories with just a simple “click”.

Flex-Connect® fits universally  
to all cameras.

Flex-Connect® is the fastest and easiest way to connect lights 
and accessories to underwater cameras.  

You’ll love the balanced feel and the ergonomic comfort. 
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Enhance your underwater photography and 
videography with SeaLife accessories.  

Flex-Connect® trays, mounts and flex arms allow 
you to easily expand your camera set. The 

AquaPod will get you closer to any sea creature. 

Connects Sea Dragon 

Lights to any ball joint 

system (SL995)

Connects ball joint lights 

to Flex-Connect® system 

(SL999)

Connects two 1-inch diameter 

balls together. The plates are 

spring-loaded for easy assembly 

and breakdown. Its wing-nut 

handle features an attractive 

red anodised finish. 

Connect Sea Dragon Lighting and Flex-Connect®  

accessories to any underwater camera using a standard 

1”/25mm ball joint mounting system or connect any  

light with a ball joint mount to Flex-Connect® accessories.

Use a powerful Sea Dragon 

Light as a handheld dive light 

by connecting it to this ergo-

nomic handle. The handle 

also features a 1/4-20 tripod 

connector, so it can be 

mounted to trays, AquaPods 

and other accessories. 

This Flex-Connect® Adapter converts the Digital Pro Flash (SL961)  

head to the Flex-Connect® mounting system of grips, trays, arms, 

and more. The flash head easily attaches to the adapter and can 

then be instantly connected to Flex-Connect® accessories.

The rubber-armoured grip provides 

comfortable and improved handling for 

your light, flash or underwater camera set. 

It “clicks” directly into any Flex-Connect® 

Tray and accepts all Sea Dragon Light 

and Flash heads.

Connect the Micro HD camera, or any camera using a standard  

1/4-20 tripod mount, to GoPro® accessories. Simply screw the adapter 

 into your camera’s tripod mount and connect it to GoPro accessories  

using a GoPro® thumb knob and bolt.

Expand your camera set with one “click”. Flex Arms 

feature 100 degrees of bending motion, add 7 inch-

es in length, and allow you to direct light wherever 

you need it. Add up to two arms per side.

1-Inch Ball Clamp

Ball Joint Adapters

Handle Adapter for Digital Pro Flash

Grip

Micro HD Mount for GoPro®

Flex Arm

Item SL9907

Items SL995/SL999

Item SL998 SL9619

Item SL9905P

Item SL9818

Item SL9901
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DC2000 with 52-mm-Thread-Mount  

and Super Macro lens

Discover macro photography  
for you. Be fascinated.

The Super Macro lens allows shooting distance as close 

as 1.5” (3.8cm) with the SeaLife DC2000. Without the 

macro lens, the DC2000’s auto focus lens can shoot as 

close as 4” (10.15cm). Gaining that extra close-up shoot-

ing distance allows macro shooters to capture stunning 

details of the tiniest sea creatures.

Super Macro Lens
Item SL976Item SL9909 

Item SL977

Item SL978

Specifications

52mm-Thread-Mount

52–67mm-Adapter-Ring

• Shooting distance of 1.5” (3.8cm)

• 52-mm-thread for mounting on any underwater cases 

• Corrosion-resistant, anodised aluminum frame 

• Depth rated to 330ft (100m)

•  Constructed of optical grade glass with broadband AR coating on the inner surfaces 

to maximise light transmission and prevent flaring

•  2-element/2-group optics features +10 diopter lens that shortens the camera’s mini-

mum shooting distance by more than 50%

• 52-mm-Thread-Mount compatible to all SeaLife  

 DC-Cases (incl. DC 2000)

• Quick & easy mounting by clip on the case lens  

 port and screwing of the 52-mm-Super Macro Lens

• Full compatibility with filters, cases and lenses of  

 non-SeaLife branded lenses (with 52-mm thread)

• Universal design allows the usage of the Super Macro  

 Lens also on other cases (with 52-mm Thread) and  

 other 52-mm lenses on cases of the Sealife DC-Series

With the 52-67mm step-up ring users have a wide variety of 

non-SeaLife branded lenses and filters to choose from.

Rigid, 20cm anodised aluminum 1” ball arm. Fits to 

1” ball clamps for a rigid mounting solution. Use with 

SL9907 clamp and SL995, SL999 ball joints.

20 cm Rigid Ball Arm
new!

The compact Micro Tray is perfect 

for adding light and stability to your 

ultra-compact camera, while the 

Dual Tray expands your camera set 

with multiple lighting options.

Use the Flex-Connect® Cold Shoe Mount to 

mount a light or flash directly to the cold 

shoe of your underwater camera for an ultra 

compact lighting solution. Combine with the 

Flex-Connect® Adatper for GoPro Cameras to 

mount a GoPro directly above your underwa-

ter camera in order to simultaneously capture 

underwater photos and video.

Dual Tray, Single 
Tray, Micro Tray

Cold Shoe Halterung

Items SL9904/SL9903P/SL9902

Item SL991
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The Super Macro Lens captures the intricate 

details of your photo and video subjects from 

3.5” to 7” (9cm to 18cm). Features 2-element 

optical grade wet lens with anti-reflective 

coating and anodised aluminum construction 

with rubber press-on lens mount. Includes two 

removable focus distance sticks, safety lanyard 

and protective pouch. 

The SeaLife Lens Caddy attaches under the camera 

tray using a standard ¼-20 tripod screw or to any grip/

arm up to 45mm in diameter using a sturdy hook & loop 

nylon strap. It holds lenses weighing up to 590g.

Compact and lightweight smaller version, 

fits all SeaLife cameras as well as all other 

cameras with a standard 1/4-20 tripod mount. 

Extends to 38 in/97cm.

Super Macro Lens

Lens Caddy

AquaPod Mini

Item SL571 for Micro series

Item SL090 for DC series

Item SL912
The 0.5x Wide Angle Dome lens increases the camera’s field-of view by 

100%, allowing to get closer to the subject and still fit everything into the 

frame. The lens design uses high grade optical glass components with an 

integrated dome lens port that delivers crisp edge-to-edge sharpness. All 

optical elements are fully multi-coated to prevent internal glare and max-

imise light transmission. The lens has a 16mm effective focal length when 

used with the SeaLife DC2000 and is waterproof to 200ft/60m.

The 0.75x Wide Angle Conversion lens compensates the water’s magnifi-

cation effect and increases the underwater field-of-view by 33% allowing 

to get closer to the subject and still fit everything into the frame. The lens 

design uses high grade 2-element optical glass components that deliver 

crisp edge-to-edge sharpness. All internal optical elements are fully mul-

ti-coated to prevent glare and maximise light transmission. It is waterproof 

to 164ft/50m, fits all SeaLife DC-series cameras and other cameras with a 

52mm thread mount, and comes with a 52mm DC adapter ring (SL977). 

0.5x Wide Angle Dome Lens 0.75x Wide Angle  
Conversion Lens Item SL050

Item SL051

Technical Features

Technical Features

Special Features

Special Features

• Increases the camera’s field-of-view by 100%

• 16mm effective focal length

• Waterproof to 200ft/60m

• Weight: 590 Grams, negatively buoyant • Increases the camera’s field-of-view by 33%

•  High grade 2-element optical glass components for crisp  

edge-to-edge sharpness

• Waterproof to 164ft/50m

• Weight: 155 grams• High grade optical glass components

• Crisp edge-to-edge sharpness

•  Fully multi-coated optical elements to prevent internal glare and 

maximise light transmission

•  Rotatable light shade prevents of glare from external lighting and 

protects the dome lens from bumps and abrasion

•  Fits all SeaLife DC-series cameras and all other cameras with a 

52mm thread mount

• Delivery: Wide Angle Dome lens, 52mm DC adapter ring

• Light & compact lens

• Shooting larger subjects while maintaining a closer distance

• High grade optical glass components

•  Fully multi-coated optical elements to prevent internal glare and  

maximise light transmission

• Fits all SeaLife DC-series cameras and all other cameras with a 52mm 

 thread mount

• Easily attach and remove this lens both on land and underwater

• Delivery: Wide Angle Dome lens, 52mm DC adapter ring
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The SeaLife Photo Pro Backpack features a large padded compartment 

with waterproof lining and 6 adjustable dividers. Furthermore 5 zippered 

pockets and a larger compartment for laptops or tablets. The back of the 

backpack offers soft, breathable and comfortable padding; the exterior 

is made of durable x-grade nylon. The external zippers are made of corro-

sion-proof material suitable for marine environment. Six rubber feet on the 

bottom keep the backpack standing upright and not directly touching the 

ground. Two large drain holes effect that no water will be stuck inside the 

backpack.

Photo Pro Backpack 
Item SL940

Specifications

• Professional Photo backpack made of durable 

 X-Grade Nylon

• Padded compartments with 6 adjustable dividers

• 5 zippered pockets

• Backside features soft, breathable and comfortable padding

• 6 rubber feet to keep the backpack standing upright and 

 not touching the ground

• 2 large drain holes on the bottom

• Corrosion-proof external zippers

• Retrainer Strap to prevent gear from falling out

rubber feet

Backside features soft, breathable  

and comfortable padding

6 adjustable dividers

Sealife Photo Pro Backpack – your  
entire camera equipment safely packed  

in an intelligent case system.

The SeaLife Protective Gear Pouch is a soft lined 

pouch that protects cameras, lenses, lights or other 

precision dive gear.  The Gear Pouch’s soft velvet 

interior prevents scratches on sensitive optics and 

electronics, especially designed for the lenses.

The exterior features a jersey coated neoprene, 

swivel clip and belt loop attachments. The collar has 

a water resistant lining with a cinch cord with sliding 

lock to seal top of pouch.

Interior dimensions:  5” (13cm) diameter, 6” (15cm) 

height; 1 liter volume.

The pouch is designed to fit into the SeaLife Photo 

Pro Backpack.

SeaLife Soft Lined Neoprene Gear Pouch
Item SL933 new!
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Perfect for underwater camera housing and other 

electronics, Moisture Muncher capsules absorb 

moisture to prevent fogging and corrosion. When 

colour-indicating crystals turn from blue to pink, 

it’s time to replace the desiccant. Also available in 

larger 1-ounce packs (M101) for storage cases and 

other containers.

Floats all SeaLife cameras as well as most other 

brands of waterproof cameras and other porta-

ble waterproof devices. Recommended for the 

negatively bouyant Micro HD, Micro HD+, and 2.0 

cameras.

Universal, hands-free light mount ideal for diving 

and other activities requiring use of hands. The 

SeaLife Hand and Arm Strap for Lights is a stable 

design that creates a steady beam of light. The light 

mounts to a secure, slip-proof mounting surface 

that firmly holds light in place. Compatible with Sea 

Dragon Mini lights or any with up to 2” (5cm) grip 

diameter. 

Easily add a lanyard to any tripod mount. The 1/4-

20 hinged D-ring screws into any standard tripod 

mount for attaching a lanyard or wrist strap. It’s 

ideal for securing a lanyard to the Flex-Connect® 

Handle Flex-Connect® Tray, Micro HD or any device 

with a standard 1/4-20 tripod mount. Made from 316 

stainless steel construction.

Rechargeable lithium ion battery (7.4 volt, 

3400mAh, 25Wh) for Sea Dragon 1200, 2000, 2100 

and 2500 lumen Photo/Video/Dive Lights. Includes 

protective cap.

The powerful 14.8V 50Wh 3400mAh rechargea-

ble lithium ion battery powers the impressive Sea 

Dragon 4500F & 5000F Pro Photo/Video Lights. This 

battery keeps the light running for a full 60 minutes 

at full brightness, and 4 hours at 25% brightness. Fits 

the Sea Dragon 4500F & 5000F Photo/Video Lights.

Red Fire Filter for Sea Dragon Lights.  
Uses special formulated wavelength  
to prevent scaring sea creatures.

18650 batteries are more reliable and provide 

energy for longer than other batteries. The XTAR 

Mini charger boosts your rechargeable 18650 

batteries.The USB cable fits all USB plugs.

Moisture Muncher Capsules

Float Strap

Hand and Arm Strap

¼-20 Hinged D-Ring

Lithium Ion Battery 
for Sea Dragon Lights

Sea Dragon 4500F & 
5000F Battery

Sea Dragon  
Red-Fire Filter

XTAR 18650-Battery

Charger

Item SL911

Item SL920

Item SL9834

Item SL9981

Item SL9831

Item SL67510

Item SL9832

Item SL9828

Item SL9825

Catch the moment and share 
your unique experience.
Get in touch with other outdoor enthusiasts and 
share your own personal adventures.

  facebook.com/SeaLifeCameras

  facebook.com/Scubapro

 www.sealife-cameras.de
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